
STABILO SMALL Pedelec Direct Power

Tricycle with electric motor

STABILO SMALL Direct Power is a tricycle with a powerful auxiliary motor
that gives you a nice feeling of constant tailwind and makes you self-reliant
and ensures your continued mobility. 

The tricycle is equipped with a speed sensor which, together with a throttle,
ensures that the motor only works when you push the pedals. In other
words, you must work before you can relax. You control the power of the
motor in 3 levels and it switches itself off at 20 km/h. The tricycle has
start-up help of up to 6 km/h.

The driving distance of a fully charged battery is up to 30 km. If you do your
bit, in combination with favourable wind and weather conditions, you can
usually achieve an even longer distance.

The Stabilo Small Direct Power is especially known for its
comfort, durability and formidable roadability:

 »   Strong electric motor activated by a speed sensor at the pedals
 »   Smart LCD display and removable Li/ion battery
 »   Easy to get on and off and safe to drive
 »   Comfortable sofa seat which is easily adjusted
 »   Extremely strong construction and a long working life of more than 10

years
 »   7 gears with/without reverse function
 »   We tailor the tricycle to your specific needs and deliver it within 15

business days

We recommend STABILO SMALL Direct Power for those who are
walking-impaired or feel unsafe when getting on an ordinary bicycle – and
for those who just want a different kind of bicycle.
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Specifications

Dimensions

Length: 165 cm
Width: 66 cm
Mounting height: 17 cm
Wheel size: 20"

Bicycle weight

50 kg

User measure

Min. measure inside leg 67 cm

User weight

Max 110 kg

Colours

Red metallic
Blue metallic
Silver metallic
Dull black
(PF mobility bikes are painted using an
environment-friendly powder lacquer)

Gear system

7 gears

Motor

Heinzmann Direct Power Impulse moment:
60 Nm (11,4 nominal)

Battery

Li/Ion 36V 513 Wh

Sensor

Speed sensor,  LCD display and control
button

Standard equipment

7 gears
Differential
Foot and hand brakes
Parking break
Front basket
Adjustable saddle and handle bar
Lock with two keys
Rear view mirror
Schwalbe Marathon Plus tyres
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